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By Ken Crane
Trustee/Representation
On Monday, June 23 in the early morning hours a home invasion/homicide occurred in Phoenix on the 8300 block of West
Cypress St. in the Maryvale precinct. Normally a report like this
wouldn’t turn too many heads. It would get the obligatory airplay
on the 10 O’clock news and within two days it would be forgotten.
This is because home invasion/robberies, home invasion/kidnaps,
home invasion/drug rips, and home invasion/homicides have become such a routine part of the Phoenix landscape that we have
become numb to it. Just another home invasion.
The incident on West Cypress St. escalated the ball game to a
major league level overnight. Reports indicated that up to eight
heavily armed subjects travelling in two vehicles drove to a target
house on W. Cypress St. ostensibly for the sole purpose of executing the occupant/s of the residence. And they did just that. Their
only operational error: they failed to execute a clean egress out of
the area, after the assault on the residence. Alert SAU ofﬁcers in
the area hearing the gunﬁre, were able to tail at least one of the
getaway vehicles out of the neighborhood.

As details became known a graphic and
chilling picture began to emerge.
A red Tahoe was followed to the area of 7th St. and McDowell Rd., where the suspects bailed from the vehicle and ran into
the surrounding neighborhood. From what we hear, patrol and
specialty details on scene did a great job of securing the area and
ultimately locating the three outstanding suspects.
As details became known a graphic and chilling picture began to emerge. Mexican suspect/s at the scene gave information
indicating military experience. Additional information revealed
that the suspects were willing and attempted to draw responding
ofﬁcers into the alley behind them in order to set them up for an
ambush which they were apparently unable to pull off due to their
lack of ammunition. One ofﬁcer, who recently called in on a talk
radio show, stated that one of the suspects made statements to the
effect that they were here to take back their country.
While this information is alarming enough, what is even more
alarming is the way the assault went down, the tactics that were
used, and the hardware these criminals were equipped with.
Information circulating in the media and through the department indicated that the suspects were clothed in black boots, dark

BDU type pants, Phoenix Police raid shirts, body armor, ballistic helmets, thigh holster rigs, and were equipped with American military type assault riﬂes such as AR-15s and M-4 Carbines
some of which were apparently decked out with fore-grips, tactical weapon lights and aimpoint optical sights. One ofﬁcer on the
scene told us when he walked by the Tahoe and glanced inside,
it looked like the interior of a secret service vehicle and that one
suspect, when taken into custody, was speaking English quite well
until the situation began to sink in and he then reverted to Spanish
only. In a nutshell, the casual observer or police ofﬁcer that might
have happened by the scene would have thought they were seeing
their friendly neighborhood SWAT team in action.
Compare the previous paragraph to the following excerpt that
we received via E-mail from one of our friends in the border Patrol. The ﬁrst excerpt from Bud Tufﬂy who is the President of the
Border Patrol local for the Tucson sector stated the following:
“You guys probably already get these, but it’s nice to see a
reminder every now and then about what goes on south of the
line. This is commonplace down there, as you know. What’s going on in the Phoenix area right now is cause for alarm. This is the
ﬁrepower we all have to deal with, and this doesn’t even include
the 50 caliber riﬂes that have been used to shoot at Border Patrol
agents in the past. All my best to the men and women of MCSO
and Phoenix PD.”
Bud attached photos of a cartel shootout which can be seen
on the PLEA website attached to the story ‘Mexican Military or
Tactical Cartel?’
An attached comment from another law enforcement ofﬁcial
deeper in the e-mail provides information that has an eerie resemblance to the Cypress St. shootout. Read the comment and decide
for yourself.
“Zetas are routinely seen in South Texas and the San Antonio,
Houston, Dallas area, be aware of crimes or convoys with Suburbans or Tahoe’s with multiple male occupants, occupants may be
Zetas who are heavily armed and usually escorting drugs or cartel
members. If rounds are ﬁred they will be
precise w/short bursts. Most are ex-Mex
Military (US Special Forces trained),
speak English well when need be.”
Some quick internet research reveals
the following information about the group
known as Los Zetas.
Continued on page 2.

Never Enough

Sometimes, Apologizing is the
Right Thing to do

By Billy Coleman
Secretary

“Well, I don’t appreciate you doing a public records request
on me!”
What? Does anybody have a clue what a public records request
is?
Simply stated, it is the law requiring that public entities must
do their business in a transparent fashion so the public can see
their dealings. It is supposed to keep government ofﬁcials honest
(words chosen carefully).
When a supervisor does not appreciate having a public records
request (PRR) ‘done on’ him, I have to ask, “Why?” Doesn’t the
law apply to him? It seems that the culture of corruption will not
go down without at least a whimper. And yes, that is exactly what
back room, secretive actions are; corruption. I think it is telling
that some sergeants and lieutenants characterize a lawful public
records request as ‘retribution’ and an ‘unprofessional tactic’.
PLEA is calling shenanigans on the few supervisors who want to
bring their personal dislike for one of our members into an Employer Action. This will be a thing of the past; until then, PLEA
will continue to open the door and allow the light to shine in. For
the mass majority of our ﬁne supervisors, take this for what it is,
and keep up the good ﬁght.
Now imagine a PLEA rep saying this, “On the one hand, the
Chief will stand before a room of sergeants and lieutenants and
preach ‘courage’ in making the tough decision and doing the right
thing-and as we both know, about 20% of supervisors actually
will.” Now imagine it was a management rep. Yeah, that’s right. I
have it in an e-mail acquired while making a PRR. Some may also
ﬁnd it disheartening to know they use the city e-mail! (subject to
PRR).
By the way, the Chief is right to speak of courage, doing the

Phoenix Police Oﬃcer
George Cortez
July 27, 2007

Phoenix Police Oﬃcer
John Domblisky
July 26, 1990

Phoenix Police Oﬃcer
Danny Tunney
July 26, 1990

By Ken Crane
Trustee/Representation

right thing, and making tough decisions. It seems to me it is well
within his job description. Too many times, personally motivated
actions lead to trouble for the department. Perhaps management
groups should learn to trust that its peer supervisors are doing
the right thing more than 20% of the time; or in other words,
that the other 80% ain’t screwed up. I can only imagine how this
sergeant ﬂatters himself and which percentile he thinks he’s in.
Sadly, PLEA seems to hold the masses of supervisors in far higher
regard than some management groups hold their own folks. Disgusting!
And another thing, can you imagine saying this, “You can’t
grieve a PMG even if it has stuff in it that isn’t true, unless it is
an ‘UNMET’”. Bad case of mouth over-riding the butt? Or, just
stupid? I’m sure in retrospect he’s wishing he could get that one
back.
How about some from PSB? “As such, I have to say that I do
not agree that he violated the MOU by asking a question outside
the scope of the supplied NOI.” HUH?
Did you hear about the PSB Sergeant who serves an NOI to a
member alleging misconduct that the ofﬁcer improperly impounded prisoner property as safekeeping? Pretty major stuff, probably
worth a ﬂogging. The problem was the invoice PSB presented
showed that it was impounded as prisoner property or in other
words correctly. So now what? How about a class in, “Reading
Invoices 101”? Well if you’re this PSB Sergeant, keep investigating what is now conduct. What a waste of time and resources. Get
over your ego for goodness sakes.
Want more? I’ll share more quips of the month and my thoughts
next time. Don’t like it, e-mail me at bcoleman@azplea.com. Not
a member, don’t waste your time!

Phoenix Police Oﬃcer
Ignatio Conchos
July 1, 1982

Phoenix Police Oﬃcer
John Davis
July 1, 1982

K-9
Rosco
July 14, 1984
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The cornerstone of our business at PLEA has always been representation of our members in the areas of discipline and grievances. We always attempt to resolve grievances at the lowest possible level. The grievance process is usually set in motion in those
cases where both parties can’t come to a consensus.
I recently sat in on a grievance that had moved to level 3
(Assistant Chief). I, along with Grievance Chair Billy Coleman,
the affected member, and Chief Robinson sat down to discuss the
issue.
At one point during the course of the discussion Chief Robinson looked at the ofﬁcer and said “______, I’m sorry, we did you
wrong and we’ll make it right”. I initially did a bit of a double
take because I wasn’t sure if I heard the comment correctly. We
transacted a few other items of business and wrapped up the meeting. Prior to leaving the meeting I made a point of telling the
Chief he had made a very simple statement he probably didn’t
give a lot of thought to. It didn’t cost him anything to say but was
very important to Billy, myself and the ofﬁcer we were there to
represent.
For a moment the Chief gave me one of those ‘Oh my gosh,
what did I say?’ looks. I went on to explain it means a lot not only
to our members but to PLEA reps, as well, when a member of
management can see wrong, admit it happened, and do their best
to rectify the situation.
I told him if more supervisors had this attitude in dealing with
situations we would probably have a lot fewer grievances and the
ones we did have would probably be resolved at lower levels.
Most ofﬁcers respect a supervisor that can look them in the eye
and apologize when they are wrong. It doesn’t happen all that
often simply because a lot of people who wear stripes, bars and
stars seem to feel that they aren’t supposed to make mistakes after
they promote and if they do, admitting it isn’t an option.
There seems to be an unspoken word in the managerial world,
be it law enforcement or civilian, that to apologize is to admit
you were wrong and admitting you were wrong can sometimes
be tied to admitting guilt and to do any of the previous is to show
weakness.
When someone in a position of authority says; “Hey, we’ve
looked at everything, we screwed this one up, give us a chance
to work on it so we can make it right”. That statement speaks
volumes about their character. For most people, digging in their
heels and ﬁghting is much easier than making an apology or admitting they might have been wrong.
Part of the dynamic on our department is that people automatically tend to go into ﬁght mode when PLEA brings a grievance
forward. Here’s a freebie, the best way to take the steam out of a
grievance especially when you know you’re on the short end, is to
say, “let’s see what we can do ﬁx this”.
That’s not to say that the department should capitulate every
time a grievance is brought forward. From a statistical stand point
PLEA wins the majority of grievances we ﬁle. There is a simple
reason for this. We examine the issue and study all of the relevant
documentation, rules, and regulations closely before pulling the
trigger on a grievance. Grievances tend to be paperwork and labor intensive for all parties involved and we don’t make a habit
of ﬁling ‘junk’ grievances. What some people don’t realize is
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for every grievance PLEA ﬁles there are easily just as many instances when we tell our members they don’t have a case and turn
them away. There are also many instances when a problem can be
resolved with a strategically placed phone call.
Admitting mistakes or wrongdoing isn’t a sign of weakness in
a leader, it’s a sign of strength and self assuredness because one
must have courage and be able to put their ego aside to admit
when they are wrong. It also shows your subordinates that you are
human. They will see your mistakes even if you don’t or refuse
to acknowledge them. People will have far greater respect for a
person who, whether right or wrong, can take responsibility for
their actions.
I think I speak for not only myself, but for Billy and the involved ofﬁcer when I say that my hat is off to the way Chief Robinson handled the situation. Resolving the grievance was the right
thing to do, but the apology (which didn’t cost the Chief anything)
meant just as much to the ofﬁcer and the rest of us in the room.

Membership meetings are the
last Tuesday of each month
at 7:30, 12:00, and 5:30.
Board meeting is held the 3rd Tuesday each
month
and members can attend at
8:30 am.

Welcome New Members
Travis Aguirre
Jose Alvarado
Jason Beaver
John Bradshaw
James Campbell
Seth Castillo
Nicholas Chacon
Marcell Cox
Michael Dobbins
Lillian Fine
Brian Gallagher
Nicholas Gombar
Michelle Goelz

Clark Impastato
Jamie Lowe
Marcos Lua
Adrian Ludka
Justin Meyers
Tanner Moore
Jonathan Scott
Stewart Sherman
Martin Sosa
Daniel Tuzon
Gonzalo Vazquez
Andrew Young
Julius Zanders

CUT ME SOME SLACK
By Karen Lewsader
Trustee

During the industrial era, employers rightfully demanded a
minute by minute account of every worker’s time. He or she was
expected to punch a time clock at the beginning and end of a work
shift as well as for breaks. The employee was expected to be productive and turn out widgets during the entire time he or she was
being paid.
With the advent of the computer/technology era, times have
changed. No longer should the employer want or expect the employee to work in this manner. Although accountability should
be expected there are differences now as compared to the past.
For instance, it is now nearly impossible for most managers to
monitor every minute of every employee’s work day. I am not
suggesting, however, that the employee in any way compromise
his or her work ethic.
Just about all of us spend some time doing work related activities while “off the clock.” Even patrol ofﬁcers practice testifying,
work out to keep physically ﬁt for duty, review cases, practice dry
ﬁring, etc., at home. Others of us check emails, make phone calls,
research web sites, converse with similarly situated detectives
from our and other agencies, and discuss business with squad
mates over cocktails, during dinner and at parties, on our own
time. The ﬁne line of the time clock is becoming a bit of a blur.
The department is, of course, the prime beneﬁciary of this
developing phenomenon. Part of the trade off is that sometimes,
in violation of OPS Orders, personal (but hopefully not be inappropriate) emails are exchanged, the web is surfed for personal
reasons, those of us not tied to a radio skip or take a bit longer on
a break without turning in paper, personal phone calls are made
and a little extraneous socializing is tolerated.
Working for the police department is a career for most and
employees are usually in it for the long haul. Typically that means
most of us will experience life altering events during our tenure.
Most of us will have more than one of these occurrences. So cut
your coworker a little slack when he or she has a wedding pending
and you get sick of listening to talk about caterers and musicians.
Cut your coworker a little slack when he or she is struggling

So, the next time you’re irritated by the whining squad
mate that carpools with you or wastes time with personal
phone calls, cut him or her some slack. Some day it may
be your turn.

through divorce or the death of a close family member and is a
little off her game. Cut your coworker some slack when she’s had
a baby she is utterly in love with and has to express her milk a
couple times a day. Cut your coworker some slack if he or she is
dealing with a serious illness or rehab of a family member. Cut
your coworker some slack if she’s experiencing symptoms of
menopause. Some of us who are baby boomers on the department
are dealing with issues of aging parents. Others who are younger
often struggle with sick kids or difﬁcult teens. Remember, all
these issues are temporary.
It’s important to know that in some cases a coworker may
need to be referred to the Employee Assistance Program (EAP),
the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) or may need emergency
leave. PLEA can be contacted for help with any of this either by
the individual in need or a coworker of that individual.
There are some leave situations where the employer is required
by law to accommodate an employee. Examples would include
release time for union business and military leave.
In no way am I advocating that we should not render a productive and excellent work product in return for our beneﬁts and
pay. I am simply asking you to remember we all make sacriﬁces
for the job we so proudly do and you (yes, you supervisors, too)
may not always know the full story. As I write this article it is
Sunday morning and I am on a ﬂight to another state where I
will be conducting training for my employer. Today is donated
time. I did not change my end days to accommodate for this travel
day to because it would have put my squad in a bind. (Don’t tell
boss!) But don’t think I’m patting myself on the back. We all do
it. Especially, the full time release ofﬁcers in the PLEA ofﬁce who
consistently work nights and weekends without accounting for the
over time hours.
If any problem becomes chronic it may become necessary
to speak to the involved coworker or for a supervisor to step in.
There isn’t one of us who couldn’t be disciplined for some violation of orders during some time in our career where we have been
cut some slack. Discipline is not always necessary or appropriate.
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A note to the Homicide Detail:
By Billy Coleman
Grievance Chair
If you are wondering why PLEA has been in and around your
work site lately, let me give you some insight.
Recently a member of your detail was removed under threat of
an investigation for serious charges. We asserted that this was a
retaliatory act for whistle blowing about a problem many, if not
all, of you experience routinely. We have encouraged the managers to stop working against you and instead to support you in your
efforts. It has been met with signiﬁcant resistance. It seems that
the civilian employees really are ﬂying this plane!
That being said, I want you to know some of the tactics managers are using. I will quote from their e-mails:
“I reviewed Karen’s notes for the last year on Barnes and there
is nothing to document that he has been coached/ trained on any
issues related to disparaging remarks/ comments about the lxx.”
Lieutenant Joe Knott to Assistant Chief Tracy Montgomery.
“Of concern to me is our good friend Detective Dave Barnes of
homicide stirring the pot again. He is not happy with the time it is
taking to get some DXX exxxxxxx back so he writes in his e-mail
to the county attorney that he is considering initiating a formal
investigation on a lxx employee… .He further suggests that the
county attorney get a judge to compel the lxx to do the work… not
exactly the collaborative effort I had in mind for problem solving
on major cases…”
Assistant Chief Tracy L Montgomery to Lieutenant Joe Knott,
“Frankly, Dave Barnes is a repeat offender and it is my hope
that his speciﬁc conduct be addressed formally, rather than informally given his past warnings, coachings, counselings, and antics.
Mark my words, if Dave is dealt with, others will think twice
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about lxx bashing.”
Assistant Chief Tracy L Montgomery to Lieutenant Joe Knott
“I’ll talk with Klima about David Barnes’ request to have our
lxx investigated. What a piece of work.”
Commander Brent Vermeer to Assistant Chief Tracy Montgomery.
Of course there is no retaliation when you talk to them. No,
forcing the member out on a “temporary” isn’t retaliation. Joe
Knott slapping a B.S. NOI on him for serious allegations and
ﬁghting hard to keep it in his own hands to investigate! I can only
wonder what “past warnings, coachings, counselings, and antics”
Montgomery speaks of when Knott speciﬁcally states, “I reviewed
Karen’s notes for the last year on Barnes and there is nothing to
document that he has been coached/ trained on any issues related
to disparaging remarks/ comments about the lxx.” Where do we
ﬁnd these people?
I have personally reviewed the supervisor notes for Dave, and
what is documented is numerous attempts to work with the lxx
and get cases to successful prosecution. Dave also monitors his
case timelines closely and has brought deadlines, Rule 15 issues,
County Attorney needs among others to the lxx to protect the case
and prevent errors. He has worked through his chain of command
only to be met with blind allegiance to the civilian mantra, “we
can’t/ we won’t.”
Sounds like Joe Knott is carrying out Tracy Montgomery’s
ordering of the “Code Red” to me. Hey, that was a murder case,
too.

Los Zetas is an armed criminal gang that operates as a hired army
for the Gulf Cartel. The group is believed to be led by Heriberto
“The Executioner” Castanon

control from the Zetas over the local police in Nuevo Laredo are
believed to be responsible for the recent rise in violence there. According to Webb County Sheriff Rick Flores, the warring cartels
and the increase in violence wrought by these paramilitary enforcers have provoked a major cross-border human exodus from
Nuevo Laredo into Laredo, Texas.

Origin:

Tactics:

Cartel Wars - Continued from page 1.

Deﬁnition:

Los Zetas were originally ex-Army special forces trained in locating and apprehending drug cartel members. The founding 31
members of Los Zetas were trained in small-group tactics, mission planning, aerial assaults and sophisticated communications
methods at army bases throughout the world. It is widely rumored
that these soldiers were originally trained at the military School
of the Americas in the United States. It is believed by Mexican
Law Enforcement that the original members are rogue GAFE
(Airborne Special Forces Groups) soldiers. Zeta training locations
have been identiﬁed as containing the same items and setup as
GAFE training facilities, it is also further believed the group employs the same internal organizational
structure. Current estimates place Los
Zetas around 200 members strong. The
name “Zeta” comes from the Federal
Preventive Police radio code for highranking ofﬁcers.

What is the Gulf Cartel:

The Gulf Cartel eventually recruited the
specialists and employed them to track
down rival cartel members and provide
protection for smuggling routes. Los
Zetas are primarily based in the border
region of Nuevo Laredo where it is believed they have carved the city into territories, placing lookouts at arrival destinations such as airports, bus stations and
main roads. U.S. law enforcement ofﬁcials are struck with the resiliency and
determination of these criminals. In the
words of one law enforcement ofﬁcial: “They [the Zetas] have the
Texas-Mexico border wired.” For example, in 2005, just six hours
after being sworn in as Nuevo Laredo’s Police Chief, Alejandro
Dominguez was killed. He had announced a crackdown on the
cartels. He was shot more than 50 times. During mid-September
2006, a group of 25 individuals in Nuevo Laredo were gathered
in a local hotel with visas to travel to the U.S. for work. The Zetas
mistakenly thought the workers were from a rival cartel and kidnapped and tortured them. The workers were released when the
cartels realized their mistake. U.S. Federal law enforcement authorities said Mexican police would not respond to the emergency
calls for help that were made during the incident.
Upon the arrest of Cardenas, it is believed Los Zetas began
transporting their own drugs through former Gulf Cartel routes.
The Zetas have now become completely entrenched in Nuevo
Laredo and have grown to more than ﬁve hundred with hundreds
more in a support network throughout Mexico. In an example of
the Zeta’s capabilities, a shootout on September 22, 2006 in Nuevo Laredo between the Zetas and an assassination target lasted
approximately 40 minutes. The shootout included bazookas and
grenades and reportedly killed approximately ﬁve Zetas and injured approximately ﬁve others. In response to such aggressive efforts on the part of the Zetas to defend and control parts of Mexico
and its border with the U.S., the Sinaloa cartel established its own
heavily-armed enforcer gang, Los Negros. The group operates in
a similar fashion to the Zetas. Los Negros, attempting to wrest

The group has been known to operate with modern wiretapping
equipment and purchase the cellular phone codes of their intended
targets directly from the phone companies and providers. Mexican authorities, during a raid on a Zeta location, recovered documents showing two Commanders and a supervisor of the Nuevo
Laredo police force were being bribed.
Los Zetas is known to operate with a higher tactical degree than
the local authorities. During one shootout against law enforcement, the group employed grenade launchers and 50 cal. machine
guns. The group has been linked to monitoring and kidnapping
of journalists, and the murder of rival cartel members and their
families. They have been known to
hire local gangs such as Texas Syndicate, MS-13 and Hermanos Pistoleros
Latinos, to carry out contract killings.
They are also believed to be responsible for the assassination of Police
Chief Alejandro Dominguez 6 hours
after the swearing in ceremony.

Law Enforcement Raids:

Following a joint investigation, titled
Operation Black Jack, by the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives (ATF), Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA), U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
and the United States Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) through
the Federal Bureau of Investigations
(FBI) McAllen Intelligence Center
(MIC), two Zeta safe houses were identiﬁed and raided, recovering over 40 kidnapped individuals.
Having heard the accounts of what happened in Phoenix last
week, having read the excerpts from our friends in the Border
Patrol combined with the information in the previous paragraphs,
most of us can connect the dots. Cartel Wars have arrived in
Phoenix. Los Zetas, Los Negros, who knows? Bottom line, violent, well trained and equipped criminals from south of the border
are now showing up in our city.
If a guy like me can do a few minutes of internet research and
dig up this stuff, do you really think our department doesn’t know
what’s going on? They are in denial and damage control mode.
If we admit that stuff like this is happening in our neighborhoods,
we might have to admit that we have a problem with illegal immigration. Yeah, we don’t need any more patrol riﬂes on the street.
Somebody would just get hurt with them.
Questions or Comments? Contact me at kcrane@azplea.com
Resources: U.S. Border Patrol, Wikipedia, KPHO News 5 Article, ‘Mexican Drug Commandos’ May 19, 2005, WorldnetDaily news article, ‘Mexican Commandos, New Threat on Border’ May 27, 2005.

Los Zetas. (2008, June 23). In Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia.
Retrieved 17:01, July 2, 2008, from http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Los_Zetas&oldid=221112645 <http://en.wikipedia.
org/w/index.php?title=Los_Zetas&amp;oldid=221112645>
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PLEA extends it’s heartfelt thanks to the dedication and hard work
of motor Ofﬁcer Wally Olsen who campaigned tirelessly for approval of these markers

Historical Markers for
Line of Duty Deaths
By Wally Olsen
It has happened 33 times in the history of this great city and it
cannot be forgotten. Our ﬁrst brother fell on February 5, 1925; the
last one was on September 18, 2007.
PLEA and the City of Phoenix have partnered to erect historical markers at or near the locations where Phoenix ofﬁcers and
ﬁreﬁghters have made the ultimate sacriﬁce. The death of a police
ofﬁcer or ﬁreﬁghter is a signiﬁcant event in the history of any city.
It is imperative that we not forget these men by knowing when
and where it happened.

The dedication of each of these historical
signs is announced in advance through the
Employee Notiﬁcation System (ENS).
The signs are being produced and erected by city staff and paid
for by PLEA. The dedication of each of these historical signs is
announced in advance through the Employee Notiﬁcation System (ENS). A sign will be erected for those ofﬁcers killed in the
line of duty following the criteria set forth by the National Law
Enforcement Ofﬁcers Memorial Fund (http://www.nleomf.com/
TheMemorial/addname.htm). The Phoenix Police Museum staff
is working with the families to schedule individual sign dedication events.
The hope is that everyday ofﬁcers and the citizens of Phoenix
will see these signs and take a moment to reﬂect. Let the signs
remind us all of our history and hope that police ofﬁcers and ﬁreﬁghters will be safe.

The last installment of each members’ onetime annual $10 tax deductible donation to the
National Law Enforcement Museum, being built
in Washington D.C., will be deducted with your
PLEA dues in July. Our $100,000 pledge will be
satisﬁed with this payment. Thank you to all our
members for their generosity.
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MICHAEL NAPIER has been representing Phoenix ofﬁcers
for over 32 years. Mr. Napier is one of the most experience
labor and personal injury attorneys in Arizona. Mr. Napier has
represented hundred of ofﬁcers before administrative bodies
throughout Arizona, and has assisted critically injured ofﬁcers
and the survivors of the ofﬁcers in obtaining compensation for
their injuries and losses.
JANET FELTZ was admitted to practice in Arizona in 1985.
Prior to joining the ﬁrm in 2005, she served as an administrative hearing ofﬁcer for twenty years in disciplinary and other
employment matters on behalf of merit boards and commissions throughout the State. She also served as an administrative law judge for the Arizona Department of Economic Security from 2001 – 2005.
ANTHONY COURY has focused his 9 years of practice primarily on personal injury and wrongful death lawsuits in which he
has served as plaintiffs’ counsel. He has experience in cases
dealing with dram shop liability, negligence, governmental
claims and products liability including service as counsel on
the litigation team for Phoenix Police Ofﬁcer Jason Schechterle.
JOHN COMMERFORD was a partner in two ﬁrms which practiced in personal injury litigation before joining the ﬁrm. His
experience is in cases dealing with product liability, nursing
homes, dram shop liability, medical malpractice and governmental claims, to name a few. He has also practiced in developer rights and employment.
KATHRYN BAILLIE was born and reared in Phoenix, Arizona,
completing her undergraduate degree at Arizona State University. She served as a J.A. for the Third Circuit Court and then
worked as a Public Defender in the Commonwealth of Kentucky before joining the Law Ofﬁce of Michael Napier, P.C. She
has worked with Michael Napier on personal injury and wrongful death cases, dram shop liability, negligence, administrative,
disciplinary, and other employment matters.
In addition to the full services provided to PLEA members to
protect their careers, the Law Ofﬁces of Michael Napier P.C.
provide the following:
Personal injury recovery (on or off duty); experienced
representation at a reduced fee;
Reduced fees for matters not covered by the
PLEA legal plan;
Free probate of ofﬁcer’s estate for line-of-duty death; Free
consultations to members on any matter, and
Referrals to attorneys or specialists for matters
not handled by the ﬁrm.
2525 E. Arizona Biltmore Circle • Suite 130
Phoenix, AZ 85016
(602) 248-9107 • www.napierlawﬁrm.com

PHOENIX LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSOCIATION
1102 WEST ADAMS STREET
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85007

PAID

602.246.7869 • fax 602.246.0226
www.azplea.com

Representation Committee
Chairperson
Billy Coleman

Representatives

Vice Chairperson
Dave Kothe

Tim Baiardi • Kent Barnes • Ken Barton • Joe Bianchi
John Buckner • Will Buividas • Bob Furneaux
Ashley Gagnon • Bill Galus • Greg Gibbs
Ron Gomez • Scott Gomez • Cheryl Groshko
Bryan Hanania • Steve Huddleston • Jenniffer Liguori
Michael London • Barry Jacobs • Franklin Marino
John McTernan • Terry Mills • Anthony Navas • JR Pool
Chad Roettjer • Kiley Ryberg • Dave Sampson
Frank Smith • Jason Smith • Stu Sterling • Tom Tardy
Mike Walsh • James Ward • Vanessa Warren • Terry Yahweh
FIRST:

If You Have A Grievance
Attempt to resolve the matter informally with
your supervisor.

SECOND:

If you cannot resolve this with your supervisor,
contact one of the representatives above.

REMEMBER:

There are time limits to initiate a written
grievance.

RECORD:
COPY:

Non-Profit Organization
United States Postage

If You Are Being Investigated
All interviews once you have been given an
NOI.
All memos or paperwork related to the
investigation.

Phoenix, Arizona
PERMIT NO. 787

The Board Of Trustees
David Dager ....................... Chairman of the Board
Mark Spencer ......................................... President
Danny Boyd ................................... Vice President
Joe Clure ...............................Treasurer/Negotiator
Billy Coleman ........................................ Secretary
Ken Crane ......................... Trustee/Representation
Mark Enegren .................... Trustee/Representation
Jerry Gannon ......................Trustee/Representation
Dave Kothe ........................ Trustee/Representation
Karen Lewsader ................. Trustee/Representation
Bobby Palma ............................................. Trustee

PLEA Legal Resources
Michael Napier ............................... Legal
Janet Feltz ....................................... Legal
Anthony Coury ............................... Legal
John Commerford ........................... Legal
Kathryn Baillie ................................ Legal
(602) 248-9107
www.napierlawﬁrm.com

Counsel
Counsel
Counsel
Counsel
Counsel

The PLEA Ofﬁce Staff
Arlene Venturini .......................... Ofﬁce Manager
Leigh Ann Bennett .................. Accounts Manager
JoAnn Gothard ................... Membership Services
Debbie Webster ..................Membership Services
Melissa Solimeno ................Membership Services

TRUTHFULLY: Answer all questions related to the
investigation.
If you are called by Professional Standards Bureau or any police
supervisor regarding an investigatory interview or interrogation,
you may have PLEA representation during that interview.
Call for representation as soon as possible. For your
convenience, a PLEA board member and
representative are available 24/7.

The RECAP Staff
Mark Enegren ............................................. Editor
Karen Lewsader ......................................... Editor
Bill Steele .............................................. Publisher

